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Book Descriptions:
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Please dont register using a disposable or fake email address or if you are a known or suspected
SPAMMER. Your registration will be declined. Please know that.mac email addresses will not be
accepted because they refuse to deliver our emails. Thanks in advance and have fun.A copy would be
fine. Also, if anyone has any thoughts on these 70s vintage boxes, Id like to hear them.Then the trees
root ball on top of the DAP. Add dirt.;Usually drug the audio across a couple of diodes after that,
followed by a crude RC filter. But then, half the AM stations in the USA couldnt modulate positives
above 70%, so who noticed. It quickly became the industry standard in the 70s. AM solid state also
came out with real positive peak capability.decent AM audio performance was in reach. It needed to
be tweaked every year or so.once you knew the routine it was easy to keep it sounding good. There
were a million replacement clipper boards for the DAP.practically everyone built one. You had to
keep an eraser for the circuit board edge connectors. I still know of a station, owned by an old
engineer, who uses a DAP. In his rack is a brand new 9200. He swears the DAP sounds better.Run
your phone interface through it. It does a nice job keeping the tonal quality of your phone calls
consistant. I dont know if they are using one, but listen to the quality of the phone calls on the
Hanity show. That nice low end on the caller sounds great. There are uses for these. In his rack is a
brand new 9200.Just tell me where to send it.I know something about them. The DAP 310 is an FM
triband limiter and uses a clipper for overmodulation peak control. It can be used for AM but back
the signal down from the clipper and follow the unit with a good dynamic peak limiter. You might be
able to pull the limiter board and replace it with the limiter board from an AM dap limiter.
Something to check out. It is a good sounding limiter if used properly. We had one at a station at
which I was the engineer.http://atol-res.pl/uploads/94-bmw-325i-owners-manual-download.xml

dorrough dap 310 manual, dorrough dap 310 manual pdf, dorrough dap 310 manual
download, dorrough dap 310 manual instructions, dorrough dap 310 manual free.

I backed off the clipper and followed it with another good quality FET limiter. The station sounded
great. Any station corporate owned or not needs a good limiter to keep the modulation under control
or it will sound like crap. The DAP is about as good as any, although some of the new state of the art
stuff is considerably better. But Ill take a DAP 310 any day. Jackson326Its still a good box.It was one
of the first commercial multiband processors. As ar as I know, Mike Dorrough is still around making
Loudness meters. You might give him a call and ask about the DAP. Back in the days of Katz
Broadcasting Katz The Best he spoke to the engioneers assembled over dinner at an NAB show. Very
impressive gentleman. Check his website.Theyre not to be found. The problem with many units
today is that they have been modified. I have one in my work room from which some person removed
the expander cards. Some units I saw had the FETs replaced. Unfortunately, the units were very
particular about their FETs. Some parts with exactly the same number J112 would not work
correctly. God knows how many people modified the equalizer cards. There was a power supply
modification that replaced a zener diode with an LM342 regulator. The mod helped to improve the
stability and drift. Tuned up and left alone, the Dorrough 310 was a wonderful box. Many people
wanted to know my secret for AM audio processing. When I told them the truth a very clean audio
chain and a single box the 310, they often didnt believe me. Mike and Kaye Dorrough are two of the
finest people you will ever meet. They are honest, ethical, and caring business people. It is
unfortunate that we have not been in touch for quite a few years.I wanted to pick up a few for the
high school radio station Im building but they dont have a ton of budget, so Ive been using what I
can get donated to the district. I had a 310 in of one of the schools TV studios and it sounded
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great.https://equinelibertysports.com/userfiles/94-buick-roadmaster-owner-s-manual.xml

I just sent some loudness meters back to Dorrough for repair and recently got them back. Mike is
enjoying retirement, but Kay is still involved with the day to day business. They seem to be pretty
busy, which Im glad they make a great product and I love those meters. Out of all the things I still
have squirreled away, I have this card which you plug into the left most slot when looking at the
front panel on a 310 after removing the dummy card. Made by a third party, it was a pink noise
generator that could be left inside and switched on to do the alignment of the 310. Neat little card. I
think it kept it always hoping I could find a few 310s to use it in. The hard thing to find seems to be
units with the AM Limiter cards, as it seems Ive always seen the ones that were used on FM. Photo
by Greg Snow. MultimaxMultimax’s and beneathBeneath black face DAP 300 of Mike Dorrough.
Hollanders response with. Subscribe to our free newsletter Request a new review In fact, it is rgler
the flight. O for each of the three bands, the threshold of the expander, the FET bias. APRS good
time. a rglages sounds serious! As a textbook, jnai most comprehensive ever seen.I use it on bass
drums, snare drums,.By using our services, you agree to our use of cookies. Find out more. By
continuing to use the forum you conform your acceptance of these. If you are not happy to accept
these you must stop using the forum and delete our cookies from your browser. Ive heard that they
were a breakthrough in the field of compansion, and that they were regularly used on the main
outputs of radio station mixers, being one of the last things in the chain to the transmitter. The night
before i was to have a look at it I went online to dorrough.com and retrieved the manual and had a
good look around, so I knew what to expect. When i picked it up today, there were some noticable
signs of modification, mostly poor solder jobs, an added OP amp, and broken wires. How would i
start off repairing such a thing.

Of course, I dont necessarily need to ask how here, but just thought I would since so many
knowledgable people reside here The online manual, including schematics Id try removing the mods,
getting it back as original as possible, then maybe replace the electrolytics if you have any issues. It
wouldnt hurt to replace the 741s, at least, with TL071s. You could probably do the 301s as well but
youd need to get rid of the frequency compensation caps. See how it sounds though if noise isnt
objectionable you probably dont need to do a lot. Of couse you could go to all kinds of weird and
wonderful highend opamps, but I always end up just using the TL07x range and they seem to cope
pretty well with most things Ive taken some pictures of all the cards, circuit boards and the strange
OP amp mod, should I post themBeing very modular, you can check it stage by stage of course and
the straight line signal path is probably worth checking first in test mode. This will prove PSU, Line
Output stage and Peak Limiter. Thereafter, its down to the components within the cards. Id be
intrigued to hear the musical qualities of this. Given the various adjustments, it should be possible to
produce a really squashed signal without the usual pumping associated with such devices. Good
Luck with this. I look forward to seeing the pics also AndyIve got pictures of each individual card,
front and back, but theres so many pictures id have to upload them to my server instead. EDIT
notice in the power supply that one of the 1000uf capacitors has a strangely wired connection, as
does another 250uf capacitor there, however the 1000uf is physically severed from the board at that
end Do the tracks look intact. Maybe they struck an issue with hum earth loop or something with the
other mods and so hacked around a bit to try to fix it. Is their continuity between the 0V terminal
and the track by the cap.

https://congviendisan.vn/vi/daniela-kohn-manual-de-limba-romana

Id look at removing that matrix board mod from the front of the unit might be interesting to trace
the circuit and see what it is!I will try to remove the mod later today, as its well past my bedtimePI
see theyre 50V; try Jaycar RE6236 or Dick Smith R4458 both 1000uF 63V radials but probably
localish to you. Dick Smith did have axials R4190 but theyre showing as runout stock in NZ. You
might be lucky in AU though. Do the 250uF ones as well.Also noted when powered up is that one of
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the 15 ohm resistors gets very hot, very rapidly.I replaced the MJE 2955, but thats made seemingly
little difference on the heat of R15 primarily since i didnt have any 3055s. I had replaced the 250uf
caps earlier.Heres a pic. Looks a little cleaner, dont you think.EDIT I just soldered in the second link
wire, and checked the voltages again, with only the line output amp connected. The voltages were
dropping to around 1112V. I then took out the LM301 that was on the line output, and the voltages
were normal. I then decided to try replacing that LM with a spare i took from the power supply.
Problem solved, the voltages are back to normal Check how warm those regulators are getting as
well you might need to put on more substantial heatsinks.It appears the original owners done some
strange things, removed most of the capacitors and resistors from the sensitivity switch.The owner
thinks its a good thing to have as high a SNR as possible.Is it anything to be afraid of Note a
company called Retro builds an updated version of the StaLevel for musicians and recording houses.
Popular in recording studios. Can be modified for bandwidths of 9, 7.2, 6.4, and 5KHz audio pass.
HF bcst uses 5KHz Engineering detail. DBX150 Owners manual. 1RU full size. DBX150 Service
manual. DBX150X Owners manual, 1RU half size Read this before attempting to build one of the
speakers below. This publication talks about some of the design parameters and applications.

There are also good pictures of the types of speakers produced by EV in the 1970s. Like the MC12,
only smaller. Another good studio monitor. Minor tweaks. Minor change. Recreation from the form I
used in the mid1970s. Learn how your comment data is processed. William Carter on Memories of a
Friend Jukie on Memories of a Friend Bob on Review Aukeys BM700 mic. Otherwise, all controls are
in excellent shape. Overall, considering it was made in 1973, its condition is very good. WORKING
CONDITION Very Good All controls and VU meters are in perfect working order. All light bulbs are
working as well. Overall working condition is very good. Dorrough DAP 310 Vintage Multi Band
Compressor Expander Discriminate Audio Processor MINT Extremely good condition. No major
scratches, dents dings etc. Near mint. This may have been racked up once and thats it. Only the
slightest scratches on the rack ears near the holes and thats it. No significant scratches on the
faceplate or the meters. Fully cleaned, recapped and serviced by tech. Passes audio and all meters,
lights, knobs work as they should. One meter was replaced which was the LAST DAP meter that
Dorrough had. Literally the owner of Dorrough went hunting in the warehouse to find the one last
NOS meter in existence. Recently calibrated to specs for studio use but may need to be recalibrated.
Service manual included via email. A replacement lid was fabricated and looks great. Guaranteed to
power up and pass signal. Other than that this is an asis sale due to age. Packed well and will be
insured. You are the light of the world. Upgrades includeAll electrolytic capacitors replaced with
high quality new ones. PCB edge connectors and sockets cleaned. New grounded power cord
installed. New colored LED lighting added to LOW, MID and HIGH meters. Note Top lid has been
raised slightly to accommodate this upgrade. See pictures Calibrated to factory specs. Works and
sounds awesome. Ready to rock n roll.Added bonus!

Front panel was signed by original designer Mike Dorrough. I live in California and was able to meet
up with him to have signed.Dont think youll ever see another DAP310 like this.USA sales only. No
international sales. Please dont ask.All items are packed prior to listing, estimated shipping is actual
cost you will pay. If interested in local pickup please contact prior to bidding.Contact for any
questions. The seller has relisted this item or one like this. Learn more opens in a new window or tab
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn more The item may have some signs



of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model
or an item that has been returned to the seller after a period of use. See the seller’s listing for full
details and description of any imperfections. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and
request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 1. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. The strong bass is created by a combination of the parametric EQ, the
WB AGC2 in “Bass Only” mode, and a final boost in the Band Mix.

Vocals are pushed a bit farther back in the mix in favor of the strong low end, and Infinite1 ratios in
all bands of the multiband AGC at all times creates a dense and consistent output, conjuring up the
general sound of another unnamed but ubiquitous processor known for its bass texture and
consistency. If there’s bass to bring forward in the music, “Big Bottom” will find it. It provides a
warm, open, vocal sound and won’t attempt to aggressively reequalize the original spectral balance
of the source material. It’s competitively loud but still punchy. It is not designed for loudness, as it
utilizes a modest amount of slow multiband gain riding and minimal final clipping. It has a much
wider gain range than corresponding presets in most other processors, yielding excellent
consistency and listenability at lower volumes such as an office setting or in noisy environments.
This preset works equally well with classical and jazz programming. Very slow multiband attack and
release rates, high multiband AGC target settings, and higherthannormal Gate and Freeze
thresholds prevent soft passages from increasing too much and allow shortterm dynamics to pass
through with plenty of punch. This makes it a good choice for stations who play World or New Age
music or for any format where longterm listening is a priority. Vocals are warm and full, balanced by
a crisp high end. Also has tuner. Classic 60s tube AM transmitter used for Carrier Current
operations. Another copy. JPG image of schematic. PDF image of schematic. kind of poor. For use
with LPB transmitters. Great audio! Needed to narrowband for HF.

Maximum loudnessMaximum fidelity minimizesI cant answerIn the case of ssb, adding just a bit
moreFrequency response is limitedWith a 10 hertz mistuning,Thats why it soundsIts important to be
able to individuallyThe scope is aAnd althoughMany modern rigsBut you quickly reach a pointKeep
in mind that as you increase receiver bandwidth,Personally, I think 200 to 3200Response below 100
Hertz is generallyIt combine many innovativeSubsequent to the adoptionBob Orban was another
pioneer. Audio dynamicsWhen 15% powerOnce the transmitter and microphone frequency response
is knownThe 2 kHz to 4 kHz droopsWith AM modulation,A really good preampThis traditionalThis
prevents gainreduction causedDynamic processing for ssbThe technique impartsWith many
typesWhat actuallyThis phase rotationSometimes two or more are cascaded. The market appears
toMost of theseI dont mean to suggestMeaningless. Mine seems to be missing some parts I have
them here in my manual. I dont have a scanner right now. Is there something I can look up for you C
Clark, I need the value of the 2 limiting diodes and the pot value located just above them. Someone
stripped them out of this board.Just wondering what the original values were. Thanks Patrick
K4AAM This manual is a 3 or 4th generatoin copy, some of the meat has disappeared from the
lettering etc. EDIT Guess that it should be added that 1N4148 superceded the 914, and current
production 914s often have a secondary designation of 1N4148. Hope this helps. GL Vic I will
replace the missing parts and see if it works. Patrick AMfone Dedicated to Amplitude Modulation on
the Amateur Radio Bands. We do not encourage any radio operations contrary to regulations. Always
consult with the appropriate authorities if you have questions concerning what is permissable in
your locale.

But, if you want a standalone unit, where you dont have to worry about software upgrades, hard
drive crashes, or even dedicating a computer with yet another task, then this could be another
alternative to go. Me I like computer aided, but totally computer dependent, on a station. Manual
override is nice. I dont like the idea of relying on a computer to process or handle audio, but the



reality is we all do now. Open up the latest Omnia or Optimod and youll find they are largely a PC
inside. The nice thing about software processors is you can twiddle to your hearts content. I was
never real happy with the hardware boxes, there was always something about the sound I didnt like.
The Optimod had no balls bass due to Bobs notion that there was no musically relevant spectral
content below 50hz B.S.. The CRLs had unfiltered clippers and if you hit them too hard they would
get grungy. Same thing with the Innovonics. I suspect that this box on the inside is very similar to a
3 band innovonics processor from the 80s, made with surface mount parts to shrink the whole thing
down. I looked inside, its all through hole. Throw in a switched capacitor Caucer filter and you now
have an NRSC processor. I like the idea of a hardware box, but with the downturn in props, you
gotta do what you have to, to be heard. For a part 15, an old inno or CRL box would be just fine.The
guys with balls so large they need a wheelbarrow to carry them are the ones that do live shows and
respond to hfunderpants logs in real time. Luckily the Dorrough schematics and manual are
available online so its not too hard to clone your own similar box if you have a lot of time and
electronics skills. Its actually pretty simple under the hood, tons of op amps though. The SW200
looks to be similar while utilizing modern parts. Software processors rival even the best analog
processors except when it comes to the audible latency.

I really love Stereo Tool and have an excellent AM preset I found a while back for it and tweaked.
The problem is that there is the need of a fast dedicated computer with a quality sound card and
ASIO4ALL really needs to be running to make the latency the least noticeable. The OS needs to be
stripped to bare bones so the computer can dedicate all its processing to the software and not other
useless junk. Even with the fastest computer I have it had delay that was enough to drive me crazy
for live programming and really screws with my head if I listen to myself talk over the live feed. Of
course this can be fixed by only listening to the program feed output rather than the live OTA feed,
but I like hearing the transmitted audio through my modulation monitor. So in that respect I still
prefer analog audio processors where suitable and if setup properly can still sound pretty damn
good. If all you are broadcasting is prerecorded shows or only listening to the studio audio then
digital processing is fine. Comes down to personal preference but digital processing will give the
edge, and possible listener fatigue if overused.The Free Radio Forum Ive worked around the
processor latency problem by monitoring off air for the control room speakers, but whenever a mic
is turned on, a macro sets the monitor feed to program.It has all of the features of the SW200 but
with some differences under the hood including a much steeper NRSC compatible filter reaching out
to 9.5kHz instead of 6kHz. Page 2 of the thread gets more in depth with progress snapshots. I
designed this for the pirate and part 15 community for those willing to take the effort to roll their
own but trust me its no easy undertaking. In time we will have PCB files online to simplify a lot of it
for hobbyists who dont want to solder the insane protoboard work I did which took many months and
instead slim it down to a few days worth of soldering onto a prefab board. Video of my complete AM
broadcast processor here.

Components like the Schlockwood SW200 are all generic for easy to source parts. Only exception is
the VCA chip I used but thats still available from a few part sources. Tried to keep simplicity in mind
and was inspired by the Dorrough DAP 310 and Texar Audio Prism circuits and sound from the 70s
and 80s. The Free Radio Forum Seems like it would be OK for higher power also, as read in the 5th
paragraph here Im getting a little tired of having to prerecord and preprocess all of my audio. I may
give this thing a try. These are on eBay all the time. This is not going to give you a heavily. A lot of it
has to do with your source material. They said it used to belong to guy just outside of town who had
a recording studio who was taking that final long nap. I knew they were talking about my pal Frank.
Frank was a nut and great guy to boot. Hed have probably given it to me if Id asked. Im proud I
knew him. Mine will do mono and stereo and has an excellent desser. For 35 bucks it was like
stealing.
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